Call for Papers

Special Issue on

“Data analysis in Medical and Health Informatics and management”

With the intensive use of standard formatted digital case history and medical information system, the medical industry accumulated large amount of clinical data and management information. It is hard to find the inner relationship, or discover the pattern and the discipline by using the traditional analyses method. Data analysis as a new data analyses method can be used in medical data analysis to extract the discipline, forecast trend, and discover the amazing pattern. It is very important for improving clinical diagnoses and hospital decision-making ability. The analyses method based on Data analysis is a new approach to boost the medical services quality and hospital's competitive advantages.

The papers should not be submitted simultaneously for publication elsewhere. Submissions of high quality papers describing future potentials or on-going work are invited. Topics appropriate for this special issue include, but are not limited to:

- The clinical decision support system (CDSS)
- Intelligent health management in Big Data
- Precision medical treatment in Big Data
- Data mining based on electronic medical records
- Big Data in Comparative Effectiveness Research
- Regional disease surveillance and Big Data
- Big Data Analytics in Clinical treatment decision
- Data Management in Big Data
Submission Guideline

All manuscripts must be submitted via mstracker.com and authors are request to write in their cover letter that their submission is for this special issue and the name of the guest editor, so that the guest editor can be notified separately.

Guidelines for preparation of the manuscripts are available at the journal website

http://www.aspbs.com/jmihi/inst-auth_jmihi.htm

Prospective authors should submit an electronic copy of their complete manuscript through the journal Manuscript Tracking System at


Deadlines/dates:

- Manuscript Due: 30 Aug 2019
- First Round of Reviews: 31 Sept 2019
- Revised manuscript due: 30 Oct 2019
- Publication Date: End of 2019

Guest editors:

Prof. Dr. Jiyang Dong
Xiamen University, Xiamen, Fujian, China
jydong@xmu.edu.cn

Dr. Liyuan Wang
Enlarged Health and Service Research Center, Jiangxi University of Traditional Chinese Medicine, Nanchang, China
Email: 44079774@qq.com

Dr. Zhibo Wang
Wuhan University, Wuhan, Hubei, China
rs_wzb@whu.edu.cn

Manuscript-Processing Fees:

All new manuscripts submitted to this journal will be subjected to a Manuscript-Processing Fees. Research article publishing is not without occurring costs and the costs have been steadily increasing. To defray part of the publication cost, the journal will charge manuscript-processing fees, to be paid by the authors or their affiliated research institutions. The publication fee will be used to defray part of the
occurring expenses associated with manuscript processing, editorial work flow, typesetting, proofreading, printing, online-hosting, and archiving. Authors or their affiliated research institutions are required to pay US$1080 for their articles for a special issue article from all Countries. The authors will receive the PDF version of their research papers in final form. When submitting a manuscript through online, it will be processed with an understanding that the corresponding authors fully agree to pay all manuscript-processing fees upon acceptance. The author who submits the manuscript to the journal is fully responsible for the manuscript-processing fees. Accepted peer-reviewed manuscripts will not be processed and forwarded to production until all fees are paid in full to the publisher. Publisher will issue an invoice of manuscript-processing fees after a manuscript has been accepted for publication. Corresponding author will be asked to submit a signed Copyright Transfer Agreement (CTA) along with manuscript processing fees.